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Rise-Time Regimes of a Large Sphere in Vibrated Bulk Solids
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We report experiments on the rise timeT of a single large sphere within a sinusoidally vibrated
bed (amplitudea) of uniform particles (diameterd). At fixed acceleration, we identify three distinct
behavioral regimes both from visual observations and from the typical increase ofT with frequency
f. We observe two convective regimes separated by a critical frequency and, for lowa and high f,
a “nonconvective” regime. In the latter, the bed crystallizes and a size dependent rise is eviden
We show the relevance of the nondimensional parameterayd and deduce a scaling law of the form
f ~ d21y2. [S0031-9007(97)02305-3]

PACS numbers: 46.10.+z, 83.70.Fn
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Over approximately the last ten years, significant atte
tion has been given to the phenomenon of size segre
tion in granular mixture. This is motivated in part by the
fact that size segregation is often an undesirable outco
of handling and/or processing operations of bulk solid
[1]. In a vibrated bed of monodisperse dry granular mat
rial, behaviors (e.g., heaping [2,3], compaction [4], conve
tion [5–8], fluidization [9–11], surface waves [12–14], o
arching [15]) are highly dependent on the level and form
of the external vibration, and are likely to influence th
process of size segregation in a polydisperse bed.

In general, a large ball placed at the bottom of
vibrated bed will rise to the surface [16]. Depending
on the properties of the system (e.g., ball size), the b
may be trapped on the surface or may reenter the b
[7,17]. If trapping occurs, the primary components of
mixture may eventually separate according to their siz
In order to understand why a large ball (or intruder) rise
experiments and simulations have aimed at identifyin
possible mechanisms. Two main driving processes ha
been proposed. One is the formation of a bulk convectiv
flow of the bed particles which, at the same time
carry the intruder [7,17–21]. The other is related t
local rearrangements under gravity of the bed geomet
as supported by numerical simulations [22–24], and
possibly controlled by collective effects like arching [25
or bridges [26]. Experimentally, a “nonconvective” and
size-dependent rising has been observed, but only
a two-dimensional bed [18,25]. In all cases, the tim
dependence of the phenomenon is not understood.

In this paper we report the influence of the macroscop
behavior of a monodisperse bed on the rise timeT of a
single large sphere. Three rise regimes are identified fro
the specific relationship betweenT and the frequencyf.
Our results show the distinct features of two convectiv
flows: one where heaping occurs and the other whe
heaping is not present. For the first time, we observe in
three-dimensional bed a dependence ofT on the intruder
size. This occurs when the bed becomes so comp
that it crystallizes. Finally, we emphasize the relevanc
of the dimensionless amplitudeayd which allows us to
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predict the rapid increase ofT with frequency at high
accelerations.

The experimental system consists of a fixed acry
cylinder of inner diameterDcyl  11.43 cm and a piston
mounted onto a Bruel & Kjar shaking head. The pisto
motion is controlled using an accelerometer with a fee
back loop. We emphasize that the bed is excited o
through vibrations of the piston. If the walls were mov
ing, the sides of the granular bed during the flight wou
still be subjected to the shearing motion of the vibrati
walls. If the walls are fixed, one can be sure that energy
provided only when the bed is in contact with the pisto
Then the shearing effect of the walls is due only to t
bed motion. We note also that heaping can be obser
when a bed is continuously pushed upward by a pis
[27]. The consequence is that, in our experiment, he
ing can be observed even when the relative acceleratio
smaller than unity. The cylinder is filled with monodis
perse acrylic spheres of diameterd  3.175 mm while a
single large sphere (diameterD  8d) of the same mate-
rial is placed on the center of the piston floor. In ord
to reduce the buildup of static charge, the inside cylind
walls and particles are treated with a household antist
agent. The initial undisturbed bed depth isH > 16d,
and the bed aspect ratio isHyDcyl  0.44. A sinusoidal
signal is used to vibrate the piston over a range of a
plitudes ayd # 2 and frequencies5 , f , 75 Hz, cor-
responding to relative accelerationsG between 0.6 and
11 sG ; av2yg, wherev ; 2pf andg  9.81 ms21).
The large sphere moves upwards until it emerges from
bed attaining its highest altitude above the piston. Its r
time T to reach the surface is carefully measured with
stopwatch. We point out that the sinusoidal signal us
is a constant current drive. A constant voltage drive
usually used because the mechanical resonance is dam
and that improves the sound quality of a loudspeaker,
instance. However, vibration of a granular bed is anoth
issue. First, there is no need to ensure a flat respons
frequency since the power supply is adjusted to obtain
desired level of vibration. Second, when the bed collid
with the piston, the sinusoidal motion is perturbed rega
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1255
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FIG. 1. (a) Dimensionless rise timeTf as a function of
frequencyf, for a range of relative accelerationG: srd  1.5,
sjd  2, sdd  2.5, smd  3, sXd  3.5, ssd  4.5, s}d 
5, s d  6, shd  7, s1d  8, snd  9. The vertical line
delimits the first and second regime. Curves connect data
sameG: (b) other data withsrd  0.6, sjd  0.8, smd  1,
s"d  1.25, spd  1.5, sdd  2, s≠d  3, sjd  4, s d  5,
s}d  6, shd  7, sDd  8, sXd  9, s1d  10, ssd  11.
For clarity, symbols are not connected in the third regime; on
a single line shows the linear trend.

less of the type of signal used. In fact, we observed th
the behavior of a granular bed changes when a sinuso
vibration of given acceleration and frequency is applie
by using either a constant voltage or a constant curr
drive. It seems that the way the piston reacts to the c
lision is at the origin of this difference. With a constan
voltage drive, the system tends to resist the collision by
creasing the current (and thus the applied force), which
controlled mainly by electrical and magnetic paramete
With a constant current drive, a constant sinusoidal for
is applied to the piston and the collision can be describ
by a purely mechanical equation which is unaffected by
change in voltage during the collision (i.e., no electrica
mechanical coupling) [28]. Hence the choice of excit
tion is important. The constant current drive used in o
experiments has the advantage of providing a better
fined system in the sense that the applied force is alw
known, and it appears that it gives the closest agreem
with previous studies [8,16].

Figure 1 shows the log of dimensionless rise timeTf
(number of vibration cycles) plotted againstf, where each
curve represents a fixed value ofG. Because of a re-
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striction in the maximum peak to peak amplitude of th
vibration apparatus, we were not able to obtain high a
celerations at low frequencies. We note that the choice
Tf instead ofT does not affect the qualitative features dis
cussed. Mainly, three regimes can be described. First,
observe that heaping exists only below a critical frequen
f > 15 Hz. When heaping is present,Tf scales exponen-
tially with f, as can be seen from the nearly straight lines
Fig. 1(a). In this first regime, a strong internal convectiv
flow, coupled with surface avalanches, carriers the intrud
upwards.

The second behavioral regime appears for frequenc
beyond 15 Hz and smaller than approximately 40 H
whereTf shows a more complex variation withf. Close
to 15 Hz, Tf varies slowly withf, but increases rapidly
at higher frequency. In this second regime, the bed s
face no longer exhibits heaping. However, we think th
convection still provides a driving mechanism. This is ju
tified partially by our observations of the bulk motion, bu
also by the similarities between the scaling law we deduc
and the one suggested by the recent granular convec
experiments of Knightet al. [9]. They tapped a cylindri-
cal container filled with uniform glass beads and count
the number of taps required for several tracer particl
to reach the bed surface. Their results imply thatTf 
tseHyj 2 1d with t ~ efyf0 andj ~ a ~ Gyf2 (true for
f $ 15 Hz). Our data forTf scale well with a law of
the formTf ~ sG 2 Gcd2bfes fyfcr d2

2 1g whereGc > 1,
fcr > 15 Hz, andb > 2. The fact that the scalings are
different may be due to the fixed wall condition, to th
low filling height used (for which Knightet al. observed
significant deviations from their proposed scaling), to th
lower aspect ratioHyDcyl and/or the mode of excitation.
Despite the differences between our experiments and th
of Ref. [8], the scalings both contain a contribution grow
ing like ef2

, which is the essential term describing th
quadratic shape of the curves appearing in Fig. 1(a)
f . 15 Hz. Consequently, we identify the second regim
as a manifestation of the convective flow observed in [8
We note that, at fixed frequency, there is a variation wi
G given by the termsG 2 Gcd2b, qualitatively consistent
with early observations [16]. The information given b
fcr is also important because its value corresponds well
the border between the first and second regimes.

In the third regime, the bed crystallizes into a hexag
nal structure as can be seen from the top surface show
Fig. 2. This regime is clearly observed when the amplitu
is much smaller than the diameter of the bed particles, h
ayd # 0.25. The corresponding rise time split appears
Fig. 1(b) for f between about 40 and 75 Hz andG $ 4
[Fig. 1(b) also shows roughly the previous regimes]. Th
spread withG is minimal and the points almost lie on a
straight line yielding exponential behavior. Thus whe
the frequency is fixed, the amplitude of vibration does n
significantly affect the time response of the system. In fa
we will show later thatayd characterizes the evolution of
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FIG. 2. View of the top surface when the bed crystallize
Note the regular packing typical of a hexagonal structure.

the bed behavior from the second regime, where conv
tion is observed, to the third regime where noncollecti
particle motions allow structural reorganizations. A cle
distinction from the convective regimes appears when o
looks at the motions of the particles around the intrud
near the surface. Indeed, the particles are falling into
voids created below the intruder, while they would rise
the case of a convective flow. In addition, the mean ve
city of the large ball depends on the size ratioF  Dyd,
as shown in Fig. 3 forf  50 Hz andayd  0.1. The
larger the ball, the faster it rises to the surface.A pri-
ori, this result is in contradiction with the occurrence o
a convective flow which drags all the particles at near
the same velocity, whatever their size, density, or shape
Previously, effects of size ratio had been seen in a tw
dimensional bed [19,20], but the extension of this result
three dimensions was until now not straightforward. In
two-dimensional (2D) system where a regular packing
the natural state readily sustainable at low acceleratio
size dependent [18] as well as convective behaviors h
been observed [18,19] , while in a three-dimensional s
tem (3D), only convection has been detected [7,8]. Ho
ever, in our 3D experiments, a strongly ordered structu
was created by shaking at small amplitudes and high ac
erations and consequently, we have been able to disco

FIG. 3. Average rise velocity (mms21) as a function size ratio
F, whenf  50 Hz andayd  0.1.
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a size ratio dependence ofT coupled with an apparently
“nonconvective” regime. Far from being in a quasista
state, the particles fixed in position by the “crystal” st
have a significant rotational motion. Thus they can fe
the repeated action of their neighbors and may eventu
detect the presence of the intruder.

In order to examine the effect of vibration amplitud
the same data as in Fig. 1(a) are shown in Fig. 4 rep
ted againstayd for fixed values ofG. There is a genera
decay ofTf with ayd, and for G greater than approxi-
mately 4, the data tend to collapse onto a single cur
Only the data for the first and second regimes are sho
but the same decreasing trend has been observed w
the third regime is included. The curve exhibits the im
portant feature thatTf increases quickly asayd is re-
duced. Although a similar variation has been observed
Ahmadet al. [16], they did not notice the important rol
played by the amplitude. ForG $ 4, we will discuss the
idea that the parameter controlling this variation isayd.
Ahmad et al. placed a large sphere in a vibrated bed
sand having a mean diameterdA  0.5 mm (the subscript
refers to Ahmad) contained within a cylinder of 20.32 c
in diameter. The bed aspect ratio wasHyDcyl  0.625
(HyDcyl  0.44 in our experiment). We performed a
analysis of their data by selecting theaydA values at
which there is an increase of about an order of ma
nitude in T, from where T varies slowly with f (see
Fig. 4 in [16]). This gives us a measure of the chan
in the bed behavior. For a range ofG between 5 and
10, fairly consistent values were obtained having a me
of aydA > 0.37 6 0.08. By following the same proce-
dure with our data, we find thatayd > 0.4 6 0.1. Since
we obtain comparable values ofayd, we suspect that the
value of the amplitude alone is not enough to descr
the response of the system but that it isayd which cor-
rectly characterizes the rapid growth ofT towards the
small amplitude. The corresponding frequencies in
two experiments are completely different. We can sh
that they depend on the diameter of the bed partic
For this purpose we assume that the experiments of

FIG. 4. Dimensionless rise timeTf as a function of di-
mensionless amplitudeayd, for a range of relative accelera
tion G: srd  1.5, sjd  2, sdd  2.5, smd  3, sXd  3.5,
ssd  4.5, s}d  5, s d  6, shd  7, s1d  8, sDd  9.
1257
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mad and ours are equivalent if the values ofayd and
of G are the same in both experiments. Consequent
there is a relationship between the frequencies and
tio of bed particle diameters given bys fyfAd 

p
dAyd.

Numerically, this givesfA > 2.5f, which agrees reason-
ably well with the actual scaling between the two sys
tems. This last result enforces the idea that the amp
tude must be scaled by the diameter of the bed particl
The validity of the previous analysis relies on the hypoth
esis that disparities in particle properties or in geom
try can be neglected as well as the fixed wall conditio
and the excitation type. At last, we note that if, in gen
eral, Tf decreases withG at fixedayd, it is not the case
whenayd , 1 andG . 4, whereTf increases withG at
fixed ayd.

This Letter presents experimental results indicating th
existence of three regimes in which a single large sphe
can rise to the surface of a vibrated bed of uniform
particles. The first regime, where convection is associat
with heaping, corresponds to a variation ofTf like ef

at fixed G. Heaping, which is mostly due to shearing a
the walls [3], exists as long as the shearing frequency
smaller than a critical frequency, and values ofG control
the amount of heaping, not its existence. The seco
regime, closely related to recent experiments of granu
convection [8], corresponds to a variation ofTf like ef2

at fixedG. Although the two convective regimes display
different dynamic features, it cannot be concluded that t
origin of convection is different. It is the type of vibration
used (i.e., sinusoidal current of constant amplitude) whi
allows us to differentiate the two convective regime
The interaction between the bed and the piston duri
the collision is the key to understanding how energy
transmitted into the granular media and how this affec
the behavior. In contrast, we believe that the presen
of fixed walls simply enhances the possibilities to observ
heaping. The third regime can be seen as a 3D equival
of the 2D size-dependent regime observed experimenta
by Duran et al. [18] and Cookeet al. [19]. The third
regime is nonconvective in the sense that the rise veloc
depends on the size ratio. The particles are confined in
very stable crystal-like structure where it is likely that th
rise phenomenon is controlled by structural defects due
the presence of the large sphere. Then, the more pertur
the structure, i.e., the larger the sphere, the faster is the r
At last, the dimensionless amplitudeayd appears to be an
important scaling parameter. The rapid increase of ri
time whenayd becomes small can be understood as a fin
size effect due to the discrete nature of the bed. Furth
investigation is required to better understand the transiti
parameters, and also the meaning ofG. One key may be
to look at the correlations between the bed collision time
and the accelerations. However, it is also important to ta
in account the mechanical response of the vibration syst
during the collision with the bed.
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